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CERTIFICATES



ACHIEVEMENTS
Ronak Group proudly presents its efforts being appreciated by the world 
market, we are glad to have been awarded and recognised as the 
TOP EXPORTER OF INDIA for 16 years and on. 

Ronak Group Chairman Awarded By Finance Minister of India Mr. P. Chidambaram



ABOUT US

Ronak Rocks is a segment of Ronak Group— a conglomerate company with vast experi-
ence in different segments of commerce and business. Ronak Rocks since its founda-
tion has revolutionised the natural stone industry. Since then we have been one of the 
leading suppliers of natural stone globally. Ronak Rocks is famed to source and procure  
natural stones from and around the world. 

Ronak Rocks has successfully acquired the customer’s trust and reliability through our 
accelerated service. We have grown stronger with utmost dedication and consistent 
hard work. Over time we have grown out and forward to bring the elements of fine 
design and colours to ensure that living spaces get a unique definition through natural 
stones. 

“Self-belief &
our strive to fulfil the
commitments has led us to the top”

INDIA TURKEY ITALY VIETNAM CHINA



Because you will never be out of qualitative options at Ronak 
Rocks. Apart from procuring the highly demanding rocks from our 
quarries, we bring a plethora of natural stones from and around the 
corner of the world. From classic evergreen to utmost modern, you 
will find all colours and designs available at Ronak Rocks.

WHY CHOOSE RONAK ROCKS? 

OUR MISSION

We aim to be an unwavering source of sup-
pliers in the industry of natural rocks and 
stones and be a global player in the inter-
continental market through relationship 
building.

Consistent Growth

Unmatched Quality 

Determined to Excellence

OUR VISION



Our Products
Ronak Rocks Pvt. Ltd. is a professionally managed organization engaged in the production of a vari-
ety of stone products in various sizes and finishes. Our range of natural stones and natural building 
stones includes Granites, Marbles, Sandstone, Slate, Limestone, ONYX.

Granite is a natural stone that is formed from molten lava and 
primarily composted of quartz. Like marble & limestone, 
granite is quarried from mines.

GRANITE

Commonly, specimens of onyx contain bands of white, tan, 
and brown. Unlike granite or marble, Onyx is also mentioned 
in the Bible at various points.

ONYX

Marble is a very hard stone that makes it easy to carve or 
sculpt. With progressive, fine sanding, it can also be polished 
to a very high finish.

MARBLE

Natural agate is a glassy, colourless, variety of microcrystalline 
quartz. The agate gemstone is used as a semiprecious stone 
when it is of appealing colour and quality.

AGATE

Quartz Stone tiles are a man-made conglomerate produced by 
combining a mix of natural quartz stones, resin, crushed mirror 
flecks, and colour pigment. Unlike Ceramic & Porcelain tiles, 
Quartz is manufactured in large slabs, calibrated and polished. 
The slabs are then graded and cut into the individual tile sizes.

QUARTZ



Kota stone gets its name from the Kota region in Rajasthan, 
which is where it originates from. Made of fine-grained lime-
stone, this sedimentary rock is hard and compact and homog-
enous in cross section.

KOTA STONE

Slate is a fine-grained, foliated, homogeneous, metamorphic 
rock. Slate can be made into roofing slates, also called roofing 
shingles. Slate tiles are often used for interior and exterior 
flooring or wall cladding. Tiles are installed and set on mortar 
and grouted along the edges.

SLATE STONE

Sandstone tile is known for its characteristic grainy and 
porous texture and tactile appeal. Sandstone evokes a barren, 
wind-swept landscape, with swirling colors of gold, red, yellow 
sandstone tile and worn ivory sandstone tile. 

SANDSTONE

Stone veneer is a thin layer of any stone used as decorative 
facing material that is not meant to be load bearing. Stone 
cladding is a stone veneer, or simulated stone, applied to a 
building or other structure made of a material other than 

VENEERS

A mosaic is a pattern or image made of small regular or irregu-
lar pieces of colored stone, glass or ceramic, held in place by 
plaster/mortar, and covering a surface. Mosaics are often used 
as floor and wall decoration, and were particularly popular in 
the Ancient Roman world.

MOSAICS 



BOLD
BLACK

Absolute Black

Premium Black

Black Pearl

Bengal Black

Indian BlackSilver Pearl Bengal Black

BLACK GALAXY



WONDROUS
WHITE

Kashmir White

Viscon White

Imperial White

Colonial White

Moon White White GalaxyRiver White

AMBA WHITE



GLIMMERY
GOLD

IMPERIAL GOLD

Madura Gold

Kashmir Gold

Golden Juparana

Golden OakGhibli



ALLURING
YELLOW

Colonial Gold

Colonial Cream

Vyara Gold

Shiva Yellow River Gold

Ghibli GoldMerry GoldRoyal Cream

Ivory Fantasy



BRISKY
BROWN

TAN BROWN

Golden Juparana

Cat’s Eye

Coffee Brown

Sapphire Brown



RADIATING
RED

Indian Dakota

Indian Mahogany

Z Brown

G D Brown

Oyster Pearl Desert BrownTiger Skin

RED MULTI COLOUR



RADIATING
RED

Colombo Juparana

Lakha Red

Lady Dream

Baltic Red Rosy Pink

Ruby RedJhansi RedCopper Silk

Indian Juparana



GLAMOROUS
GREEN

New Imperial Red

Tropical Green

Hassan Green

Emerald Pearl

RosewoodKuppam Green Mokalsar Green

GREEN GALAXY



BLISSFUL
BLUE

PARADISO CLASSIC

Paradiso Bash

Lavender Blue

Vizag Blue

Himalayan Blue

Chima Blue

Blue Pearl



Ronak Rocks relies on high-end machinery such as Block Dressing Machines, Multi Wire-Saw 
Machines, Resin lin, Slabs Line Polish Machines, Tiles Line Polish Machines, Gang-Saws, Bridge 
Cutters, Multi-Blade Block Cutters, E�uent Water Treatment Plants (Filter Plant with Filter 
Press) & other requisite machinery.  

We provide you with granites according to your customisations in any kind of �nish such as 
polished, �amed, leather, honed, lapotra, shot blasted and rock face. 

OUR
FACTORY



OUR
FACTORY



OUR STRENGTHS

A widespread presence of quarries and factories in various parts of India.

A strong foundation with 600+ quarry owners.

An enormous alliance with 2000+ processing houses.

Making international designs and colours available for every region. 

24/7 reliable and brisk logistic facility and service.



PROCESSING STRENGTH

Our polishing unit has a vast production capacity that goes up to 9000 
sq ft and more.

The EOT cranes at our factory make the whole process of production 
movement smoother, faster and safer.

Our factory is equipped with two loading points with a total capability 
to load a minimum of four containers per day.

Ronak Rocks is equipped with cutting-edge technology and a compre-
hensive range of Stone Processing and Line Processing Machines 
namely,

Possesses accurate dimensions for the Polishing of Stones. 
It works best for marble, granite, and other natural stones. 
The fully Automatic P.L.C. Control offers expedient and well-defined 
control. 

Renders accurate and extraordinary results compared to regular pol-
ishing machines. 

With high accuracy and measuring rate, it renders an impressive result 
in mechanical engineering and automation.

L.P.M. -21

AUTO SLAB PROFILE SCANNER

TOUCH OPERATOR PANEL



BENEFITS

FEATURES

Natural Color and Texture

Superior Strength

Scratch and Stain Resistant

Easy Maintenance

No Cutting & No Wastage

Lesser Manpower  Required

Excellent Finish

An array of colours is available in granites, marbles, onyx, veneers, &
quartz.

Finishes such as Polished, Leather, Flamed, Honed, Sand Blasting and 
more. 

We have slabs available from big to medium, and small and cut to size as
per your need. 

Calibrated, bevelled tiles in thicknesses 0.8mm to 500mm.

Available in all forms of thickness that range from 1.5 cm to 10/20 cm.

From kitchen countertops to interior wall stones, tombstones and
monuments we have them all. 

You can get Slate stone, Sandstone, Garden furniture, and swimming
pool embellishments.

We also have a varied range of limestone, Kota stone, Green Marble,
Forest Green, Brown, Golden and tesserae.

Here is what we have to offer: 



Ronak Rocks is readily available to cater to
all your immediate needs and futuristic requirements

as well. Let us know your queries and we will
be glad to guide you in the best way. 

RONAK ROCKS - A foundation with its foot strong
in the global market, promises you rock-like

promise for a lifetime

• The Perfect Amalgamation Of Technology & Quality

• A Notable & Renowned Supplier of Natural Stones 

• An Inspiration for Outstanding Spaces & Floors 

Thank You!



www.ronakrocks.com
E-mail:sumit@ronakrocks.com

Tel: 98980 04219

ronakrockspvtltd


